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ABSTRACT

A highly versatile 400 Mbps High Density Digital Recording System for telemetry
and GPS downlink acquisition at Vandenberg AFB, California is discussed. The
system supports 24 channels of data acquisition, is realized using entirely COTS
components, and achieves full IRIG compatibility without any compromise in the
desired system performance and operation.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the functionality and performance of a new generation of
programmable recorder-based data acquisition systems known as HDDR (High
Density Digital Recorder) system. The HDDR acquires, records, plays back and
reconstructs standard PCM, IRIG timing, voice, and wideband analog and digital data
up to 400 Mbps aggregate. The system is COTS, utilizing the DATATAPE DCTR-
LP400 digital recorder/reproducer, and the Alliant Techsystems ADARIO data
acquisition and formatting front end. The HDDR develops and processes fully- IRIG
compliant data and tape formats. The HDDR system is controlled via a graphic user
interface resident on a centrally located PC. Initial deployment of the HDDR will be
conducted at Vandenberg, AFB, California for telemetry and GPS downlink data
acquisition.



SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

To insure that HDDR will meet the increasing demands for multimission telemetry
narrow and wide band analog and digital recording, the following requirements were
stipulated:

• Fully IRIG compliant system (reference IRIG-106-93)
 
• High efficiency data formatting (better than 97%)
 
 Sixteen channel PCM data recording /playback, with each channel capable

of 10 Kbps-20 Mbps rates
 
• Eight channels of wide band analog (20 MHz ) and or digital (50MWPS)

recording/playback
 
• Time code annotation support for IRIG time codes A, B, E, or G per

standard 200-89
 
• Voice annotation support
 
• Aggregate digital record/reproduce data rate range of 50 Mbps through

400Mbps offering minimum of 33 minutes of recording at the highest rates
 
• Phase coherent time alignment of reconstructed data to within +/-2

nanoseconds for high speed data with associated time code and +/-1
millisecond for PCM data

 
• SIMUPLAY operation (read after write real time reconstruction monitoring

of data during recording)
 
• HDDR system bit error rate of 10 to the -10th
 
• Integrated Command and Control for record, playback, and search modes of

operation with Built-In-Test and fault Isolation
 
• Time scaled playback operation of 1x, 1/2x, 1/4x, and 1/8x



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The principal components of the HDDR system, shown in the block diagram, are the
ADARIO 400S front end formatter, the ADARIO SUBMUX, and the DATATAPE
DCTR-LP400 recorder/reproducer. These principal components are all COTS. They
represent one of the most advanced recording systems available in the commercial
marketplace today, and feature record and playback of up to 400 Mbps. The ADARIO,
as the HDDR front end formatter, provides the system-unique versatility in meeting
all mission requirements. To begin with, the ADARIO formats data in a matter fully
compliant with IRIG Standard 106-93, paragraph 6.13. As a front end formatter it is
highly configurable, and can be programmed for continuous range of recorder rates, as
well as channel activity, type, rate for any record session. The ADARIO provides a
direct user interface to eight of its’ primary channels. Each of these primary channels
can then be configured to support either a high rate (ECL) interface, analog, or
medium rate digital (TTL). With an analog configuration a primary channel is capable
of delivering analog sampled data up to 20 MHZ bandwidth. All the required
electronics for analog to digital and digital to analog conversions are on board
including antialias, antiglitch filtering, and gain control. Users can select channel gain,
channel rate, sample size, and filtering options from three onboard filters. In a digital
configuration, this same channel can support digital word rates of up to 50 MWPS
with selectable word sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 bits. ADARIO
allows for all combinations of bandwidth or word size/rate as long as the aggregate
rate of 400 Mbps is not exceeded. These configuration commands are available
remotely through IEEE-488 or through the integral front panel. The ADARIO has
traditionally been offered as an 8 channel input/output formatter. To meet the
requirements of increased channel count for HDDR, an ADARIO enhancement known
as the ADARIO Hardware SUBMUX (HSM) was developed. Using an ADARIO
with a HSM increases total system channel capacity, allowing users to multiplex and
demultiplex up to 16 channels of low rate PCM data and IRIG A, B, E, or G timing
into a single primary channel. Inputs to the PCM channel is derived from a bitsync, for
clock and data. The HSM connects to an ADARIO primary channel via the channel’s
TTL interface, and is activated once the user configures the channel for medium rate
digital (TTL) operation. Users can realize even greater channel counts by
incorporating more HSMs with a given ADARIO. A total capability of 128 channels
can be achieved with the HDDR by incorporating 8 HSMs. Each HSM provides the
user the ability to control the HSM aggregate rate, activate and deactivate HSM
associated channels, and program individual HSM channel rates. The if the HSM is
placed inside the ADARIO, then it is controlled by the ADARIO local control panel,.
If the HSM is located outside the ADARIO, the control port is an external RS-422
port.



All data collected using a HDDR with ADARIO and associated HSMs yield both high
efficiency tape utilization ( 97%) and, through annotation of real time data
measurement on tape, phase coherency of data on playback across all recorded
channels to their associated IRIG time.

The DATATAPE DCTR LP-400 is a 19 mm digital helical scan recorder/ reproducer.
The recorder/reproducer conforms with all requirements of IRIG standard 106-93,
paragraph 6.13. Its track format is in conformance with the 19 mm ID-1 format
specified in the American National Standards Institute ANSI X3.175-1990. The
recorder/reproducer has two functional elements, the Signal System Module (SSM)
and the Tape Transport Module (TTM). The recorder/reproducer accepts and
reproduces a single high rate digital channel of up to 400 Mbps. The
recorder/reproducer also supports several low rate annotation channels on its
longitudinal tracks, one of which will be used for operator voice annotation. Within
the HDDR operator, voice annotation has both microphone and headset support. In
order to meet the minimum record time of 33 minutes at the maximum record rate of
400 Mbps, D1-Large cassettes must be used, although, the recording system will meet
all other performance parameters using both the D1- Medium and the D1-Small. The
recorder/reproducer has a full Read-After-Write capability during Record mode. This
feature, in conjunction with ADARIO and HSM simultaneous record and reproduce
functions, allows the user to monitor incoming mission data in real time as it is
collected and reconstructed by the HDDR. The DCTR LP-400 is configured with all
the necessary command inputs to allow full operator control, including: Stop, Record,
Pause, Reproduce, Search, and Shuttle. These commands are available through the
IEEE-488 remote control port or via the integral local control panel.

The HDDR system is able to playback data at a different rate than the original record
frequency. This is called time scaled playback. The playback to record ratio is limited
to an 8:1 speed reduction. This will allow the HDDR System to be fully compliant
with the stated playback ratios of 1:1, 1/2 speed, 1/4 speed, and 1/8 speed. For a 400
Mbps record rate this translates to a corresponding time scaled playback of 400 Mbps
(1:1), 200 Mbps(1/2), 100 Mbps(1/4), and 50 Mbps(1/8). System bit error rate at the
output of the HDDR over this range of 50-400 Mbps is one error in 10 to the 10th.

The HDDR System’s integrated remote control provides a central point of remote
system operation and simplifies system configuration. Control is provided as a series
of user-friendly “point and click” graphical displays which run on an IBM compatible
PC. System operational software prevents the user from configuring the HDDR to an
invalid state at both the system level and at the component level. Operational software
in the PC also provides storage and recall of system configuration, with automatic
reconfiguration to any stored configuration upon powerup. HDDR system equipment



can also be controlled individually from any of the associated equipment’s local front
panels.

The HDDR integrated control uses Alliant Techsystems’ existing ADARIO/ Recorder
Control Software Product. This software operates in the National Instrument’s Lab
View environment. System control, based upon Lab View, allows computer platform
independence as well as future expansion. Expansion options include upgrading
HDDR component equipment, control of robotic tape handlers, addition of new
collection and signal processing equipment, and networking of HDDR system status
and control. The commands and status for the ADARIO and DCTR are controlled
using the IEEE-488 bus. The commands and status are ASCII strings and comply with
the ANSI/IEEE-488.2-1987 standard commands and mnemonics. Control for the
HSM also utilizes ASCII string mnemonics operating over a standard RS-422 serial
port.

The HDDR system has several modes of operation : Record, Play, Test, and Idle. The
Idle mode allows the operator to set up record or playback configuration parameters
such as channel type channel rate and system aggregate rate, as well as search for
particular data points on tape. The Test mode allows the operator to test major
components of the HDDR system for operational readiness in the selected system
configuration. If a failure occurs, the Test mode allows more detailed fault isolation to
enable the user to identify faults to a LRU within the system. Record and Play modes
enable the system to perform its data recording and data playback functions.

Conclusion

The HDDR represents a significant advancement in the new generation of digital
recording systems for both wideband and narrowband telemetry downlink data
acquisition using a COTS approach. The HDDR is fully IRIG compliant in both data
and tape formats, thereby promoting crossplay compatibility across the ranges. This
compliance ensures high tape utilization efficiency (97%) and phase coherent channel
playback operation. The user friendly integrated display panels permits ease of
operation up to aggregate rates of 400 Mbps with timescaled playback operation down
to 50 Mbps. These same panels provide the operator with a comprehensive built in test
and fault isolation capability. Read-after-write provides additional assurance that data
is captured on tape during the collection process. Finally, the incorporation of the
ADARIO front end allows the user to easily interface to a wide variety of digital and
analog signals.
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